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Vitrimers

Conformational Entropy as a Means to Control the Behavior of
Poly(diketoenamine) Vitrimers In and Out of Equilibrium
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Abstract: Control of equilibrium and non-equilibrium thermomechanical behavior of poly(diketoenamine) vitrimers is
shown by incorporating linear polymer segments varying in
molecular weight (MW) and conformational degrees of freedom into the dynamic covalent network. While increasing MW
of linear segments yields a lower storage modulus at the
rubbery plateau after softening above the glass transition (Tg),
both Tg and the characteristic time of stress relaxation are
independently governed by the conformational entropy of the
embodied linear segments. Activation energies for bond
exchange in the solid state are lower for networks incorporating flexible chains; the network topology freezing temperature
decreases with increasing MW of flexible linear segments but
increases with increasing MW of stiff segments. Vitrimer
reconfigurability is therefore influenced not only by the
energetics of bond exchange for a given network density, but
also the entropy of polymer chains within the network.

Vitrimers are living polymer networks that reconfigure via

dynamic associative bond-exchange reactions, laying the
foundations for both self-healing plastics and post-industrial
plastics recycling.[1–3] The cross-linking density of a vitrimer
influences its thermal and mechanical properties: for example, higher network density increases the probability that
cross-links will interact and be involved in bond-exchange
reactions, which impact the dynamics of vitrimer reconfigurability across multiple length scales and therefore its rheology.
The energetics of bond-exchange reactions have been studied
for vitrimers undergoing uncatalyzed or catalyzed transesterification,[4–6] transcarbamoylation,[7–10] olefin metathesis,[11]
boronic ester exchange,[12–14] siloxane exchange,[15, 16] triazo[*] C. He, Prof. Dr. T. P. Russell
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lium transalkylation,[17] imine bond exchange,[18, 19] ketoenamine exchange,[20–22] and diketoenamine exchange.[23] However, there is a lack of understanding of how conformational
degrees of freedom available to the network influence
a vitrimerQs thermal and rheological behavior in and out of
equilibrium. Understanding these aspects is key to establishing guidelines for vitrimer processing.
Herein, we show that the incorporation of conformationally flexible or, alternatively, stiff ditopic (A2) monomers into
a vitrimer network otherwise comprised of tritopic (A3) and
ditopic B2 monomers allows the network density to be
independently modulated from the thermal, mechanical, and
rheological properties of the network. We exerted finecontrol over such architectural attributes in a vitrimer using
poly(diketoenamine)s, or PDKs, which click together via
spontaneous condensation reactions between polytopic triketone and amine monomers (Figure 1 a).[23] PDK 1, which
exhibits the highest network density, was generated from
ditopic triketone monomer TK-10 and tris(aminoethyl)amine
(TREN) as the crosslinker. We also introduced to PDK
1 linear segments of varying molecular weight with conformational degrees of freedom by adding either trimethylhexamethylene diamine (TMHDA) or isophorone diamine
(IPDA) in controlled amounts (20–60 mol %) to the reaction
mixture (Figure 1 c). Torsional partition functions, qtor, for
TMHDA- and IPDA-based monomer segments differentiate
each monomer by conformational degrees of freedom; by
extension, linear PDK segments incorporating TMHDA and
IPDA are comparably flexible or stiff, respectively (Figure 1 b). THMDA, IPDA, and dimedone-derived TK monomers each originate from acetone as a common starting
and
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Figure 1. a) Triketones and amines self-condense to yield dynamic
covalent diketoenamines, which undergo bond exchange reactions
with amines. b) Torsional partition functions, qtor, differentiating the
conformational degrees of freedom for TMHDA- and IPDA-based
small molecule models of the microstructural elements in PDK
vitrimers 2–7. c) Synthesis of PDK vitrimers 1–7 via clickable polycondensation reactions.

material, which is available by microbial fermentation,
suggesting bio-sourced feedstocks for recyclable PDK vitrimers with controlled properties are in reach.[24–26]
To synthesize this family of PDK vitrimers, where PDKs
2–4 incorporate 20, 40, and 60 mol % TMHDA, and PDKs 5–
7 incorporate 20, 40, and 60 mol % IPDA (Figure 1 c), the
linear segments for diamine-modified PDK vitrimers were
initially synthesized in the melt from ditopic triketone TK-10
and either of the diamines prior to introducing TREN to
crosslink the networks. This ensured that the gel fractions
were in excess of 95 % to the differentiated reactivity (that is,
sterics) of the various amines in the monomer feed (Supporting Information, Table S1). We did not advance to higher
diamine content than 60 %, as we would have eventually hit
the limit for the gel point in polymer networks for mixtures of
ditopic and tritopic amine monomers (ca. 74 mol % diamine
relative to triamine for a 10 % total amine excess relative to
triketones from ditopic TK-10).
Homogeneous distribution of TMHDA and IPDA diamines in PDKs 2–7 is evidenced from the linearity of Tg@1
(determined by differential scanning calorimetry, DSC) as
a function of the diamine content, which are related by the
Flory–Fox equation (Figure 2 a; Supporting Information, Figure S2);[27] PDK vitrimers incorporating only TK-10 and
TREN, as well as linear PDK polymers synthesized from TK10 and either TMHDA or IPDA and TK-10, provided the
end-points for the comprehensive analysis. Notably, the
incorporation of flexible TMHDA-based linear segments
decreased Tg relative to the parent PDK network incorporat-
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Figure 2. a) Flory–Fox analysis of PDK vitrimers 1–7 and linear polymers derived from TK-10 and either TMHDA or IPDA. b),c) Temperature-dependent storage modulus (E’) and tan d for TMHDA-based
PDK vitrimers 2–4 (b), and IPDA-based vitrimers 5–7 (c).

ing only TREN, while the incorporation of stiff IPDA-derived
linear segments increased Tg ; each dependency manifested in
a well-behaved manner, albeit divergent. Accordingly, the
predictability with which one may tune Tg in PDKs is
advantageous over other network polymers where chemical
heterogeneity is unavoidable, as is the case with many
conventional thermosets and some thermally reprocessable
thermosets based on other vitrimer chemistries. On account
of their homogeneity, it also becomes possible to directly tie
their emergent thermomechanical behaviors to well-defined
vitrimer architectures.
To characterize the range of embodied architectural
attributes of TMHDA- and IPDA-modified PDK networks,
we carried out extensive dynamic mechanical analyses
(DMA; Figure 2; Supporting Information, Tables S2–S4),
which indicated ambient temperature storage moduli of
E’ = 1.4–2.0 GPa (Figure 2 b,c) as well as tensile strengths of
s = 18.5–30 MPa (Supporting Information, Table S4), which
are similar to many epoxies.[28] Furthermore, once heated
above their Tg, the storage modulus of each PDK in the
rubbery plateau was then used to estimate PDK crosslinking
density (n), and in turn the MW of diamine-derived linear
segments between TREN-derived cross-linking points (Supporting Information, Table S2): here, such segments varied
3.8–9.6 kg mol@1 for THMDA loadings of 20–60 %; similarly,
4.0–11.0 kg mol@1 for IPDA loadings of 20–60 %. These data
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also provided independent determination of Tg (from the
maximum in tan d) and in turn provided support for our
hypothesis that the softening temperature in vitrimers is not
only dictated by the MW of the polymer chains between
crosslinks, but also the conformational degrees of freedom
available to those chains in the network.
The rheological properties of PDK vitrimers underlie
their prospects for both polymer processing during manufacturing, their mechanical response to deformation, their ageing
mechanisms while in service, and their prospects for scrap
recovery via remolding and reuse (namely, post-industrial
recycling); we provide detailed examples of the efficacy of
post-industrial PDK recycling in the Supporting Information,
Figure S3). To begin unpacking the differentiated rheological
characteristics of experiments whereby a strain of 1 % (within
the linear viscoelastic regime) was applied to compressionmolded PDK samples; the ensuing stress decay was then
monitored as a function of time. As is typical for vitrimers,
complete relaxation was observed after the application of
strain over the entire temperature range owing to diketoenamine bond-exchange reactions. The characteristic stressrelaxation time (t*) is determined at ratio of e@1 with regard
to the relaxation modulus (G) relative to the initial (G0). We
found that increasing the diamine content in PDK vitrimers
resulted shorter t* values: for example, at T = 150 8C, t*
decreased from 151 s to 81 s with an increase in the TMHDA
content from 20 % to 60 %. Since higher diamine-content
vitrimers have lower moduli at the rubbery plateau, PDKs
yield lower viscosity at the same temperature, that is, the
active chain ends can redistribute more freely in the network.
However, we also observed by comparing TMHDA- and
IPDA-based vitrimers having the same diamine content (for
example, 40 %) at the same temperature (for example, T =
150 8C) that t* was considerably shorter for PDK networks
with higher conformational entropy: for example, t* = 110 s
for TMHDA-based PDK 3 with 6.3 kg mol@1 linear segments,
compared to t* = 457 s for PDK 6 with 7.8 kg mol@1 linear
segments. IPDA-based PDKs consistently yield lower viscosity than TMHDA-based vitrimers for an equivalent diamine
loading when interrogated at the same temperature, that is,
the active chain ends in IPDA-based vitrimers do not
redistribute as freely in the network as do those in
TMHDA-based vitrimers. This confirms our hypothesis that
conformational entropy dictates the rheological behavior of
PDK vitrimers for a given MW of linear segments in the
network (Figure 3 a,b; Supporting Information, Figures S4).
While we were able to glean key differences in the
dynamic behavior associated with stress relaxation for PDK
networks incorporating flexible and stiff linear segments, we
were further able to assess the impact of these polymer
network architectures on the activation barriers to diketoenamine bond exchange in the solid state. Here, Arrhenius
behavior governs the rheological properties of PDK networks, as viscoelastic flow requires a series of bond exchange
events for the network to return to equilibrium after the
application of strain. For TMHDA loadings of 20–60 %, we
observed Ea values of 47 : 1.3, 46 : 4.4, and 43 : 1.5 kJ mol@1;
for IPDA loadings of 20–60 % we observed Ea values of 54 :
4.1, 60 : 4.3, and 62 : 4.4 kJ mol@1.
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2020, 59, 735 –739
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Figure 3. Normalized stress–relaxation curves at different temperatures for a) PDK 2 (20 % TMHDA) and b) PDK 5 (20 % IPDA). Dashed
lines indicate 37 % of G0. Data were acquired at 1 % strain. c),d) Arrhenius plots relating t0 to T@1 for PDKs 2–7.

In general, Ea values reflect a convolution of: 1) stereoelectronics associated with the different types of amine
exchange reactions that can proceed with the available
electrophiles, and 2) entropic penalties associated with
deforming chains, particularly when they are stiff, as is the
case for IPDA-derived linear segments. To begin disentangling these contributions, we note that introducing TMHDAand IPDA-based linear segments to the PDK network yield
structurally differentiated diketoenamine bonds. As analogues to these, we synthesized N-neopentyl and N-cyclohexyl
diketoenamines from 2-acetyl-5,5-dimethyl-1,3-cyclohexanedione and either neopentylamine or cyclohexylamine. To
form a new crosslink in the network-in the dilute limit (that is,
at high diamine loading in the PDK network)-an aminoethyl
group on a di-substituted TREN would need to exchange with
one of the bonds in any of the linear segments bound to the
network on both chain ends. This can be evaluated by using
N,N-dimethylaminoethylamine as a TREN analogue in bond
exchange reactions with either the N-neopentyl or N-cyclohexyl diketoenamine small molecules (Supporting Information, Scheme S1).
After measuring the pseudo-first order bond exchange
rates at various temperatures for each compound (Supporting
Information, Figures S6–S8 and Table S5), we found that the
activation barrier for diketoenamine bond exchange in the
solid-state for TMHDA-based PDK networks at high
TMHDA loading (Ea = 43 : 1.5 kJ mol@1) converges to that
determined for the N-neopentyl TMHDA-like model compound in solution (Ea = 41 : 2.3 kJ mol@1). Thus, for flexible
networks with increasingly lower crosslinking density, the
activation barrier to bond exchange approaches that for the
bond itself; it is not appreciably affected by the conformational degrees of freedom of the network, as the polymer
chain to which the nucleophilic amine is appended freely
explores a large number of configurations and conformations,
many of which allow addition–elimination bond exchange
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reactions to proceed. Most intriguingly, however, we find that
solid-state activation barriers for bond exchange in IPDA
networks with increasing IPDA (Ea = 62 : 4.4 kJ mol@1) content diverge considerably more from that measured in
solution for N-cyclohexyl model IPDA compound (Ea =
48 : 0.12 kJ mol@1), by as much as 14 kJ mol@1. This reflects
the added influence of stiffness and conformational entropy,
which significantly reduces the number of states available for
exocyclic hemiaminal loop formation, which underlies diketoenamine bond exchange.
Thus, while there has been extensive effort to understand
differences in Ea for bond exchange reactions for small
molecule vitrimer analogues in solution and for fully formed
vitrimers in the solid-state, only now have we discerned that
for architecturally similar vitrimers, microstructural differences in the monomer constituents play the dominant role in
the observed materials properties, both in and out of
equilibrium. Moreover, this dynamic behavior appears to be
controllable at the level of monomers, as these choices set
forth the energy landscapes available to the system to
reconfigure. Related effects tied to conformational entropy
have been seen in loop formation elsewhere, for example in
multivalent and intramolecular ligand–receptor interactions.[29–32]
We further evaluated the impact of network microstructure on how PDK vitrimers flow for architecturally similar
networks by determining, via the Maxwell relation, the
topology freezing transition temperature (Tv), which relates
the temperature at which the vitrimerQs viscosity increases
above h = 1012 Pa s. For all PDK vitrimers, Tv < Tg, indicating
that the topology of network remains frozen below Tg even
though bond exchange reactions are, in principle, allowed. It
is further notable that Tv decreased from @20 8C to @45 8C as
the TMHDA loading was increased from 20 % to 60 %,
whereas it increased from @1 8C to 11 8C as the IPDA loading
was increased from 20 % to 60 % (Supporting Information,
Table S3). This indicates that the softer TMHDA-derived
linear segments allow the network to flow more easily, while
the more rigid IPDA-derived linear segments make flow
more difficult.
Toward a molecular understanding of how TMHDA and
IPDA exert their distinctive influence on the rheological
properties of PDKs, we computationally explored the conformational degrees of freedom of each species by scanning
the torsional potential of bonds involved, which are highly
differentiated in their flexibilities. We also computed the
corresponding torsional partition functions qtor. The torsional
potential scans were performed by rotating a bond 360
degrees and allowing the remainder of the molecule to relax.
Conformation searches were performed to obtain the global
minimum energy conformations to be used as starting points,
and further conformation searches were carried out at
intermediate steps of the scans to ensure full relaxation of
the molecule outside of the bond involved in the scan (see the
Supporting Information). The torsional potential of all of the
rotating bonds for TMHDA and IPDA were examined: bonds
B1–7 and bonds B1–3, respectively (Figure 4, insets). The
partition functions qtor provide a sense of the number of states
thermally accessible to each species by torsional rotation.
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Figure 4. Torsional strain energies for various bonds in model compounds representing a) TMHDA-based and b) IPDA-based PDK monomer segments.

These quantities for TMHDA- and IPDA-based monomer
segments are presented in Figure 1 b, and their ratio in the
Supporting Information, Figure S6. Segments based on
TMHDA possess a greater number of accessible states up to
10 kB T. This difference in accessible states is related, in part,
to the difference in the number of rotatable bonds, but also
the energy landscapes for bond rotation, which are chemistryspecific. For example, strictly considering the number of
bonds rather than the chemistry of each monomer segment,
a ratio of 7:3 (ca. 2.33) would be expected. However, the
calculations show q(THMDA)/q(IPDA) values are higher
across the range of kB T, highlighting the critical role of each
monomer segmentQs embodied chemistry. This ratio reaches
a maximum of 3.33 near 2 kB T, and decreases at higher kB T as
more of the conformational states become accessible to the
IPDA segments (Supporting Information, Figure S9). This
fundamental difference in flexibility gives rise to the differences observed rheological properties at elevated temperature of PDKs that incorporate microstructural elements with
varying conformational entropy.
Microstructural and architectural attributes of PDK
vitrimers (and likely others) therefore emerge as powerful
elements of design for controlling the thermomechanical
behavior of vitrimers in and out of equilibrium, with respect
to the bond exchange reactions foundational to their reconfigurability and the conformational entropy of polymer chains
in the network. Entropic and stereoelectronic considerations
can result in divergent energetics to bond exchange in the
solid state by as much as 19 kJ mol@1 for architecturally
similar networks incorporating chains with varying conformational degrees of freedom, or structure of nucleophilic amine
and electrophilic diketoenamine partners. We further see
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controllably divergent dependencies for both Tg and Tv with
flexible and stiff diamine monomers, highlighting the distinctive role played by microstructure on these characteristics.
Their influence on vitrimer dynamics cannot be understated
and suggest exciting paths forward for controlling vitrimer
processing.
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